3rd March 2015

Dear Parents,

Today your child has received a spelling folder in which to keep their homework words. This is to be kept at home and each Monday your child will bring home new words to add to their folder. We have also added a core list of words for your reference. These are revision from Kinder and a Year 1 list for children to read and then learn during the year. Some of these words may also occur on their spelling list throughout the year.

As discussed on the Parent/Teacher Evening, Look, Cover, Write, Check is only one way of learning to spell. The children will have a test on Friday which may be a passage where children fill in missing words, parts of words may need completing or children may have to circle the word which has been spelt correctly from a group of words written by the teacher. It will not always be the traditional spelling test.

Thank you for your continued support.

Maree Elias and Christine Morgan
Year 1 Teachers